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With four-year-old twins, Darcy and Mae, 
and a baby on the way, Jemma Wellesley (née 
Kidd), Countess of Mornington, knows how to 
live life to the full. To add to the mix she has 
also just launched the chicest pyjama range. I 
cosied up with her to find out how she juggles 
pjs and parenthood. 

With another little one due at any moment 
[at the time of going to print], you clearly 
love being a mum. Tell me a bit about your 
experiences of motherhood so far. 
I adore being a mum and I think becoming 
one changes you for the better. You learn that 
life doesn’t revolve around you and it makes 
you more compassionate and forgiving. When 
I gave birth to the twins, I got this sense of 
understanding what life was really about. They 
bring so much joy, which far outweighs any of 
the more challenging times I have as a mother.

You’ve been a model, a make-up artist and 
more. Was it important for you to have 
another project to work on – something to 
balance being a mum? 
I am definitely not one who can sit still for 
long. If I’m not working, I’m competing with 
my horse somewhere or getting involved in 
other projects. I have a brain that needs to 
create. Right now my main focuses are having 
another baby, being a mum and launching my  
JemmaLondon range.
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Had you always wanted to design clothing? 
I wouldn’t say I always had a calling to design 
clothes, it was more a case that I couldn’t 
find chic, tailored pyjamas that had a designer 
feel, rather than the oversized male versions. 
I hunted down a great pattern cutter and we 
got to work creating a style that makes you 
look and feel like a hot mama. I decided I 
wanted to name the range after the twins.

Tell us a little more about the pyjamas.
There are two styles, both made by a British 
company that has been producing the finest 

quality silk garments for 150 years. The Darcy 
is a tailored style, inspired by the classic 1966 
Yves Saint Laurent Le Smoking tuxedo, while 
The Mae is a feminine, low cut reverse-style 
shirt with three quarter length sleeves and 
loose-fitting shorts, designed with Katharine 
Hepburn’s iconic style in mind. They come in 
either ivory or black with flashes of shocking 
pink, electric blue or lime green detailing. The 
idea is to allow anyone who loves fashion 
and beautiful clothes to feel just as chic and 
elegant by night as they do by day. Think 
pyjamas you could throw a dinner party in.

With so much going on, what helps you to 
stay level-headed? 
Meditation is now part of my life. It balances 
me and keeps me grounded. Riding is also 
very therapeutic. You can’t beat the feeling of 
galloping across a field with the wind in your 
face, it’s a sense of total freedom.

You’re due to have another baby very soon. 
How have you prepared Darcy and Mae for 
the arrival of their new sibling? 
Mae and Darcy are so excited about the  
new arrival. They both have their baby duties 
to live up to. Mae wants to feed but not 
change nappies and Darcy wants to teach 
the baby all about LEGO and the different 
characters from Star Wars.

MAE AND DARCY ARE SO 
EXCITED ABOUT THE NEW 
ARRIVAL. THEY BOTH HAVE 

THEIR BABY DUTIES

Have you gone to town on a new nursery or 
kept things simple? 
I’ve kept it all quite calm and simple. I went 
nuts with the twins and ended up using only 
half of what I bought, so learnt my lesson. A 
great friend held a baby shower for me and I 
couldn’t believe how generous all my lovely 
friends were and now I have less to buy.

Any other new baby essentials standing by? 
I absolutely adore aiden + anais swaddles, and 
I’ve also bought a Cocoonababy mattress, 
which looks and feels super comfy.

Your new pjs look wonderfully luxurious. 
What are your other go-to luxuries? 
Lots of cashmere, bath oils and NEST candles 
in Moroccan Amber. bl

JemmaLondon pyjamas cost from £375 and 
are sold exclusively at Harrods or online 
at: jemmalondon.com.


